AGB Portable EDM
Model 2

The world's smallest, totally automatic, Portable EDM Machine is now available in a new and improved model.

The AGB Portable EDM easily removes broken studs, taps, screws and drills. It can machine any shape hole in any metal or electrically conductive material, even hardened steel and carbide. Used by machine shops, heavy equipment repair, aircraft, auto/truck repair and R&D shops.

The AGB Portable EDM offers:
- Hands free operation
- Fully automatic servo feed
- Rapid up and down jog control
- Adjustable depth control
- Automatic shut off at selected depth
- Fuseless overload protection
- Computer controlled power supply
- DC PWM current control
- 8 selectable power settings
- Touch and Home buttons
- Linear ball slide ways
- Uses non flammable water soluble oil as a dielectric

The complete package includes:
- EDM machine tool, Hard chrome stand
- Control box w/ 6 ft. control cable
- Pump, Reservoir and 6 ft. fluid hose
- Concentrate for five gallons of fluid.
- Five Graphite electrodes 1/8-3/8 dia.
- No-twist clamp, Chuck hex wrench

Specifications:

**Electrical:**
- Power requirement — 117 VAC, 60 Hertz
- Open circuit electrode voltage -50 VDC max.
- Gap Current .2 Amp — 15 Amp max.

**Mechanical:**
- Travel — 2.3 inches
- Chuck spindle hole — 3/8 inch
- Fluid - non-flammable water based electrolyte
- Weight — tool 4 lbs.  Control box — 25 lbs.

Gordon Engineering
Eureka, CA. 95501
(707) 445-9111

For more info please visit our website at:
http://www.portableedm.com/
EDM theory and use

EDM, Electrical Discharge Machining, is a non-traditional machining process that uses finely controlled arcs to remove metal. The cutting electrode can be any shape and made from any electrically conductive material. Typically the electrode is graphite, brass, copper, or tungsten. The technology has been around since the 1950’s and earlier. It has long been a proven method of precision machining of metals and electrically conductive materials. The EDM process is used when conventional machining methods are not practical such as cutting hardened or difficult to machine alloys or machining intricate internal shapes.

The most common EDM type is called a sinker. It is similar to a drill press with a traveling quill that moves up and down. In most cases the electrode is not spinning but only advances into the work. As the electrode is advanced and gets very close to the work a highly focused electric arc is produced again and again at a high frequency between the electrode and the work. Each tiny arc creates a tiny puddle of liquid metal. When the arc ends the metal liquid is cooled very quickly by the dielectric fluid, contracts and liberates itself from the parent metal and floats away in the dielectric fluid. This process continues and the electrode is advanced as the work-piece wears away. The cavity left in the work-piece is a very precise size that is slightly larger (called the “overcut” and is usually a few thousands inch/side) and the same shape as the electrode (the electrode could be square or hexagon for example). The electrode usually has a small hole down its’ center where the dielectric fluid is pumped through the electrode and to the arc gap. This fluid hole will leave a core of work-piece sticking up as with a hole saw.

The AGB Portable EDM uses a nonflammable water-soluble dielectric fluid. This creates an excellent medium for burning holes portably without creating a fire hazard or damaging the surrounding surface areas.

One of the big advantages of using the AGB EDM machine is it’s portability. Portability allows one to take the machine to the work and do the hole making or stud extraction work in place. Without the Portable EDM, broken bolts or taps may require removal of the engine head or block in a car or truck in order to extract the broken piece. Additionally the AGB Portable EDM machine will work in any directions, ie, upside down or horizontally, etc. Most EDM machines are not portable and require that the work be taken to the machine.

The AGB Portable EDM is manufactured in the USA by Gordon Engineering

For Sales and Service contact:
Email: gordon@portableedm.com
Phone: (707) 445-9111

For more info please visit our website at:
http://www.portableedm.com/
Package/Prices:  The AGB Portable EDM Model 2

The complete package includes:
- EDM machine tool
- Control box
- Pump
- Reservoir
- 6 ft. fluid hose / 6 ft. control cable
- Five electrodes (3/8”, 5/16”, 1/4”, 3/16”, 1/8”)
- Universal hard chrome stand
- Concentrate for five gallons of fluid
- Chuck hex wrench, No-twist clamp

Complete package:  $10,800.

Other options available  P.O.R.
- Magnetic base w/ ground integrity cable
- Micro tubing chuck
- Registration Stop
- Electrodes or tooling made to your specifications.

The AGB Portable EDM is manufactured in the USA by Gordon Engineering

For Sales and Service contact:
Email:  gordon@portableedm.com
Phone:  (707) 445-9111

For more info please visit our website at:
http://www.portableedm.com/